Splunk’s on-demand Platform Tech Talks series takes the novice to the advanced expert on a deeper, more profound data-learning journey. Discover how to turn your data to-do list into a data-doing checklist in our five short 20 to 30-minute technical webinars and product-focused demos.

Awesome Admins: Getting Data In
Splunk collects and supports most data types, including Linux and Windows. Review best practices for generating forward Syslog ingresses from nearly unlimited sources and create TCP ingresses to bypass any custom app or use case port. Learn how to send, receive, and collect data with APIs over HTTPS Event Collector.

Introducing Ingest Actions: Filter, Mask, Route, Repeat
The new IA in the most effective way to filter, mask, and route data in Splunk Enterprise and Splunk Cloud Platform. Learn more about IA’s unique ingest APIs with actionable results on how to test and ensure efficiency in the data pipeline. Discover how IA also empowers more control of data flow and data residency. Learn specific use cases about intelligent actions on the front of ingest that keep data moving at the speed of success.

Simplify Ticket Remediation with Machine Learning
Learn how the modifiable Splunk Machine Learning Toolkit can leverage operational intelligence by developing domain-specific assistant-guides to help manage and improve workflow so IT administrators can make better informed decisions. Get fresh insights into ticket management workflow while diving deep into Splunk’s PAI-powered app that detects winning data for patterns and identifies cases for fully-automated remediation. Discover how our AI-powered platform for operational intelligence—Splunk’s premium analytics and machine learning solution—harmonizes processes and takes IT productivity to the next level.

Splunk 9.0—What’s New and How To Migrate to Splunk Cloud Platform
Splunk 9.0 has plenty of new and exciting features to talk about, so learn how to make the most out of rapid visibility, rapid data investigation, and taking action on your data with near-future. Find out why pre-generating intelligent actions improves capabilities and functionality. And discover how easy it is to upgrade to Splunk 9.0 and migrate to Splunk Cloud Platform. You’ll be glad you tuned in and listened.

On-Demand Convenience